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In this paper we investigate problems of target surveillan e with the
aim of building a general framework for the evaluation of the performan e of a
system of autonomous agents. To this purpose we propose a lass of semi-distributed
sto hasti navigation algorithms, that drive swarms of autonomous s outs to the
surveillan e of grounded targets, and we provide a novel approa h to performan e
estimation based on analysing sequential observations of the system's state with
information theoreti al te hniques. Our goal is to a hieve a deeper understanding
of the interrelations between randomness, resour e onsumption and ergodi ity of a
de entralized ontrol system in whi h the de ision{making pro ess is sto hasti .
Summary.
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1 Introdu tion
Employment of Agent-based te hnology in the design of distributed ontrol
systems is notoriously limited by the la k of a general uni ed model for performan e estimation. The diÆ ulty in this matter on erns both the quali ation
of andidate solutions and the quanti ation of their performan e.
In this paper we deal with problems related to target surveillan e4 . Informally, we want to deploy a number of ying UAV's (Unmanned Autonomous
Vehi les) with the main obje tive of monitoring a set of targets lo ated on
ground at xed positions. We design a distributed agent-based navigation ontrol system that allows the s outs to provide full overage of the sites and, at
the same time, onfound the enemy to prevent its ounter measures, with the
4
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least possible onsumption of fuel per target visit. The importan e of those
problems relies upon the re ent in reasing demand for large fault-tolerant autonomous systems omposed of fully automated, unmanned, easy-to-deploy
and heap vehi les.
The main purpose of this investigation is to understand nontrivial interrelations between various elements that hara terize a distributed multiagent
system. In parti ular we study how randomization a e ts metri s like energy
onsumption and the degree of unpredi tability of vehi le traje tories. We
provide an original appli ation of te hniques from Information Theory to the
analysis of sequential observations of the system's state in order to quantify
the quality of the proposed solutions.
Unlike in lassi al methods, based on solving a global optimization problem to provide an optimal solution we look for distributed solutions under
onditions in whi h traditional te hniques, like dynami programming, do not
apply. Our idea of approa hing these problems using agent-based te hnologies
is motivated by





the need for de entralization in ontrol systems hara terized by hundreds
of autonomous agents;
requirements of robustness and fault toleran e with respe t to abrupt inrease or de rease of the number of UAV's in play;
the need for a haoti ally nondeterministi evolution of the system's state,
di tated by the ne essity for prote tion against on dentiality atta ks (traje tories or throughput rates predi tion).
Methodologi ally, we follow a three-stage pro ess:

1. Under the assumption that the resour es available to the UAV's are unbounded (e.g., they have full knowledge of the global state), we de ne a
family of initial solutions, typi ally by applying te hniques from lassi al
ontrol theory and dynami systems theory. In this ase we de ne a family of randomized potential fun tions for the navigation of the UAV's that
ombines, in an original fashion, a sto hasti de ision{making pro edure
with an arti ial potential te hnique (examples of appli ations of arti ial potentials and arti ial elds in UAV's navigation and robot path
planning are ontained in [1, 2℄ and in [3, 4, 5, 6℄, respe tively).
2. Global resour es are repla ed with lo al resour es ompatibly with the
onstraints of the given de entralized environment. During this stage we
look for phase transitions in order to identify portions of the parameter
spa e in whi h the Obje tive is ful lled.
3. Finally, we tune the parameters of the arti ial potential fun tions for efient ontrol of the s outs. This allows the system to evolve with enough
nondeterminism at a reasonable ost. The resulting algorithms (implemented using a Monte arlo D/E numeri al simulation) drive ea h s out
(UAV) along the steepest des ending dire tion of a sto hasti ally determined potential. Instan es of our methodology an be found in [7, 2℄.
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Summarizing, we formalize our Surveillan e Problem (Se tion 2) along with
the metri s we measure (Se tion 3). Then we introdu e a new lass of navigation algorithms5 (Se tion 4) and ondu t an experimental analysis of their
performan e (Se tion 5). We exe ute a phase-transition analysis in order to
identify the onditions under whi h a fair trade of resour es an take pla e
and nally we dis uss fuel vs \spa e aperiodi ity" trade-o s. Considerations
on future extensions of this work on lude the paper (Se tion 6).

2 Problem De nition
We want to design a distributed algorithm that drives a swarm of UAV's to
surveil targets disseminated on a given battle eld under the following assumptions onsistent with the available te hnology:






The vehi les an a ess global information by ommuni ating with a satellite, in general, under bandwidth limitations. The sort of information that
ea h vehi le an olle t, despite su h limitations, in ludes the oordinates
of all the targets on the ground and the statisti s of the monitoring level
of any target at a spe i time.
The vehi les are able to y at di erent altitudes so they never ollide.
The vehi les have unlimited maneuvering apabilities in the ray of urvature and in the a eleration, i.e., they an perform sharp turns.

We formulate our Surveillan e problem in 2D as follows:

Instan e: A battle eld onsisting of a terrain and a set of m targets lo ated
at xed positions.

Problem: Deploy n s outs (UAV's) fs1; s2 ; : : : ; sn g with the following Obje tive and Optimization requirements:

1. Obje tive: guarantee that ea h target re eives a proper share of visits
over time (e.g., equal overage).
2. Optimization/Trade-o : drive s outs along unpredi table traje tories
minimizing the onsumption of fuel per target visit (see Se tion 3).

In this paper we will adopt the following terminology. We denote with xi (t) 2
R2 the position of UAV si at time t and with yj 2 R2 the position of target
j 2 [m℄.

3 Obje tives, Metri s and Measurements
We are going to provide a quantitative analysis of our algorithms, based on
the following metri s:
5
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1. Energy onsumption per target visit of UAV's.
In our model we assume that energy and fuel onsumption of a single
UAV is proportional to the ar length of its traje tory. Thereby, in our
analysis we estimate the lengths of those traje tories by adding lengths of
segments of polygonal urves that approximate the a tual urves.
2. Predi tability and stability of the traje tories.
This metri is important as if the potential enemy knows in advan e whi h
target is going to be visited in a ertain time frame, it will be able to
adopt undesirable ounter measures. Let us onsider the following event
generation pro ess: ea h time a target is visited by any s out we re ord
the orresponding target id. Then as the system evolves we will be able to
olle t a (potentially in nite) sequen e of target id's. Our idea is to study
the ompressibility of su h sequen es in order to estimate the entropy of
the sto hasti sour e that has generated it. Maximum entropy would then
orrespond to total unpredi tability of the next target to be visited or,
equivalently, to spa e aperiodi ity of the traje tories6 . We measure spa e
aperiodi ity by applying information theoreti al tools. In parti ular we run
our simulations re ording the sequen e of target id's as they are visited.
Then we use Lempel-Ziv [8℄-based Universal oding s hemes to ompress
the string of su h re ordings and nally we ompute the ompression ratio.
These values provide us with a measure of the entropy of the sour e.
3. Appli ation performan e with respe t to the Obje tive.
We measure of how well the algorithms ensure that targets re eive a proper
share of attention (in this ase uniform) from the s outs. Formally, let
u = m1 1m be the uniform distribution over the set of targets, representing
equal number of visits (on average) per target in a time unit. Then we
ompute stable (stationary) statisti s of the portions of surveillan e per
target, say , and evaluate its distan e from u a ording to some suitable
distan e metri . In this paper we onsider what in the theory
P of mixing
Markov Chains is alled the variation distan e d(u ; ) = 12 j j m1 j j.
P
We also ompute the information entropy7 of : H () = j j log2 1 j that
should provide us with a measure of the imbalan e of  with respe t to
uniformity.
As we will observe experimentally, energy onsumption and predi tability of
the traje tories are metri s that annot be optimized at the same time. Intuitively, optimization of fuel results into the s outs moving deterministi ally
and this in turn makes their traje tories very predi table. So, in general we
look at methods to obtain trade-o s between energy and spa e aperiodi ity,
under the ondition that targets are visited on equitable basis.
6
7

We fo us on spa e aperiodi ity sin e time periodi ity an be easily broken by
randomizing the speed of the s outs (within their apabilities).
This should not be onfused with the entropy of the sour e of target id's that we
mentioned before.
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4 Our Algorithms
4.1 Randomized Potentials
As anti ipated our algorithms are based on arti ial potentials to be minimized through a gradient des ent method ombined with a sto hasti de ision{
making rule.
Ea h target j has a dynami mass mj = M (pj ) that generates a gravitational potential Vj . This mass depends in general upon a dynami priority
pj (t). At ea h time t ea h drone is subje ted to the linear superposition of a
sto hasti ally sele ted subset of all the potentials. Formally, s out i in position
x at time t resents of the in uen e of potential

V i (x; t) =
( )

m
X
j =1

i;j  Vj (kx yj k; t) =

m
X
j =1

i;j  (

1)

M (pj (t))
kx yj k ;

(1)

where Vj (r; t) = mrj (t) and i;j 2 f0; 1g are Bernoulli random variables.
Targets are given dynami priorities that in rease with time and are reset
when they are visited by any s out. Ea h s out si needs to make a sele tion of
one or more targets through a randomized
assignment of K ones to i;j , for
j 2 [m℄ = f1; 2; : : :; mg. The value K = Pj i;j = #fi;j = 1 j j 2 [m℄g an
be xed a priori or free to range from 1 to m and, as we will see in a moment,
it is very important for the ontrol of the level of randomness in orporated in
the algorithm.
So, at time t s out i either has been assigned a target (binary) ve tor
i = (i;j ) de ning a subset of targets that exert attra tion to it, or has
to sele t a new target ve tor by sampling from a probability distribution
that is de ned through the dynami priorities and the Eu lidean distan es
fd(si ; lj ) = kxi yj k j j 2 [m℄g. The sele tion of a target ve tor is irrevo able
and the sele ting s out has to rea h one of the onstituent targets before
making a new sele tion. The quantity pj (t), the dynami priority of target j
at time t an be de ned as:
8<p (t + 1) := p (t) + Æ  w target j not visited at time t
j
j
j

:pj (t + 1) := 0

target j visited at time t

The ve tor w = fw1 ; w2 ; : : :; wm g is intended to be a ve tor of stati priorities.
With these ingredients we an de ne a set of n basi probability distributions (one per s out) over the set of targets:

qi;j (t) = pj (t)  dQ(sii ; tj ) ; Qi =


X
j

pj (t)  d(si ; tj )  ;

(2)

where  = + 1 and is the parameter that o urs in the formula of the
gravitational potentials generated by the targets. And from those a set of n
probability distributions:
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Pi;j (

qi;j
Ni ( ) ; Ni(

)=

Observe that, as ! 0+ , Pi;j ( )
the following lemma.

!m

1

)=

X
j

qi;j :

, whereas as

1

(3)

! 1 we

an prove

Lemma 1. Let = 1 and ui;j = pj =d2i;j . De ne Ii = arg maxfui;k j 1  k 

mg as the set of indi es of the maximal elements in the sequen e (ui;k )k . Then
as ! 1:
8 if j 2 I ,
< jIi j
i
Pi;j ( ) ! Pi;j = :
1

0

otherwise.

Proof. Let j0 2 Ii . Then substituting 2 in 3 and rearranging terms we obtain:

Pi;j (

)=

u

P i;ju

k i;k

=

u

i;j
P
ui;j (jIi j + k62Ii ( uui;ji;k )
0

0

)

whi h learly tends to 1=jIi j for j 2 Ii and to 0 otherwise. We observe in fa t
i;k in the summation are less than 1.
that terms uui;j
0

Finally the K ones are sampled from the distribution Pi;j ( ) as follows.
Suppose we have an urn ontaining m numbers 1; 2; : : :; m, then we extra t
the K values j1 ; j2 ; : : : ; jK one by one without re-insertion. At stage u the

probability of extra ting ju is de ned as P fju g = Pi;ju ( )=f1

X

u

1

k=1

Pi;jk ( )g :

4.2 The Simulation
Our algorithms are based on a gradient des ent method simulated with a
Dis rete/Event me hanism8 . Ea h agent updates its position following the
steepest de reasing dire tion of its potential [9℄. This is pre isely the opposite
of the gradient ve tor of the potential fun tion. So,
to this method,
P a ording
r
V
and
moves along
ea h s out i omputes the ve tor rV (i) =
i;j
j
j
its dire tion. One way to implement this is through the following rule:

xi (t + 1) = xi (t)
Sin e
8

1
+1



rV i (xi (t)) :
krV i (xi (t))k
( )

( )

We have produ ed Matlab, C and Java implementations.

+2
+1

(4)
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Vj0 has

7

rVj (kx yk) = Vj0 (kx yk) kxx yyk ;
onstant sign and V i (xi )  Vj (kx yj k), when s out i is suÆ iently
( )

lose to target j (and i;j = 1), it is not hard to see that
1
+1



rV i (xi (t))
krV i (xi (t))k
( )

( )

+2
+1

 xi yj

so when a s out rea hes the proximity of one of its targets its new gradient
adjusts gra efully avoiding overshooting.
The algorithm may be des ribed as follows. At the beginning, say at time
t = 0, all the agents, deployed uniformly at random over the region of interest,
ompute their urrent destinations, together with the needed travel times
using random dynami priorities and so purely random target ve tors. This
is a omplished by applying the position update rule (4) and assuming that
the velo ities are onstant in norm (and here for simpli ity equal to v for all).
This rst step produ es:





a des ription of the system state that onsists of the urrent agent positions
and velo ities X = fxi g, V = fvi g and
a dis rete set E of events (t; i) signifying that agent i will rea h its urrent
designated destination at time t.

Then the simulation pro eeds endlessly as follows:
1. Extra tion of the event (t; j ) that is meant to o ur rst, i.e., the one that
minimizes the element t. Let t0 be su h time;
2. The positions X (t) of all the drones are let evolve by omputing iteratively
X (t+t); t t+t; in a ordan e to the assumed kinemati s (re tilinear
uniform motion along the dire tions vi ), until either t + h  t > t0 or one
or more targets are visited by any s outs;
3. In the rst ase, the event res and the position update rule is applied
to the agent j asso iated with the extra ted event (t; j ) to ompute its
new designated destination and, as a onsequen e, its new velo ity v0j and
travel time t0j :

x0j = xj

1
+1



rV j (xj ) ; v0 = v x0j xj ; t0 = kx0j xj k (5)
j
kx0j xj k j
v :
krV j (xj )k
( )

( )

+2
+1

This in turn auses the generation of a new event (t0 + t0j ; j ) to be in luded
in the set E .
4. In the se ond ase, all the s outs that are rossing over targets will have
to sample a new target ve tor, apply the position update rule, ompute
speeds and travel times and ast the appropriate events in E .
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A pseudo- ode des ription of our Dis rete Event Simulation algorithm would
be the following9 :
MainProgram

; ; Æ; w
E ;; t 0
for j 2 Targets AND i 2 S outs do
(xi ; yj ; pj ; i;j ) RandomValues
mj 1
UpdateRule(i; t)
endo
while E 6= ? do
(t ; i ) min(E )
E E n f(t ; i )g
while t + t < t do
X (t) X (t + t); t t + t

Input:
begin

0

0

0

0

0

[VisitedTrgts, VisitingS ts℄ Che kVisits(X (t); Y )
GenerateEvent(VisitingS ts,VisitedTrgts )

p p+Æw
endo

X (t) X (t ); t t
0

0

[VisitedTrgts, VisitingS ts℄ Che kVisits(X (t); Y )
GenerateEvent(VisitingS ts,VisitedTrgts)
UpdateRule( i0 , t )
p p+Æw

endo
end

GenerateEvent(A; B )

UpdateRule(i; t)

begin
for i 2 A AND j 2 B do

pj
i

0

Extra tTgtVe tor(K;
UpdateRule(i; t)

endo
end
9

begin
x0i = xi

; p)

1
+1

i
 rVi xi
( )

(

)

xi )k
v0i = v kxxii xxii k ; t0i = kxi v xi k
xi xi ; vi v0i
krV

0

( )(

+2
+1

;

0

0

E E [ f(t + t0i ; i)g

end

P

Here we have adopted the following terminology: K = j i;j , m = (mi ),
M (m) = (M (mi )), p = (pi ), w = (wi ), i = (i;j ), X (t) = (xi (t)), Y = (yi ),
V (t) = (vi (t)) and X (t + t) = X (t) + V (t)  t.
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5 Experiments
Let us rst dis uss the role and importan e of parameters K , the number of
ones that o ur in the target ve tors i and , the exponent that regulates
the relation between the sample probabilities Pi;j and the dynami priorities
pj (the feedba k ontrol). We observe the following fa ts.







The values of both K and ontrol in some sense the amount of randomness that is in orporated in the target ve tor sele tion.
For K = m 1 (all ones ex ept for the target last visited that is zero), we
obtain a totally deterministi algorithm where no random hoi e is made
at all. Moreover, for large enough, the gradient dire tion will tend to
align along r supj Vj . This implies that s outs would always be headed
towards their losest targets.
At the other extreme is the ase K = 1, where s out i sele ts only one target j with probability Pi;j ( ). This means that any target is sele table and
rea hable in prin iple as long as the orresponding probability is nonzero.
So, arbitrary target ve tors imply the apability of s outs to penetrate
through any \ loud" of targets and rea h the farthest ones.

We have veri ed experimentally that the distribution of the proportions of
surveillan e realized by the algorithm stabilizes relatively qui kly (after 6000
steps). Besides all our experiments have been ondu ted in stationary regime.

5.1 Spa e aperiodi ity.
To measure this metri we exploited the in ompressibility of random sequen es
of numbers. We have onsidered many hoi es of n s outs and m targets
and run hundreds of simulations for thousands of steps. For ea h run we
have re orded the sequen e of targets as they were visited and measured the
ompressibility of those sequen es using the Lempel-Ziv oding s heme. Given
a sequen e of target re ordings S and its ompressed representation (S ), we
de ne r = 100  (1 l( (S ))=l(S )) (l(x) is the length of string x). So, r = 0
means no ompression at all (no regularities) whereas r  100 means high
ompression (high regularity).

5.2 K varying: phase-transition analysis of the rea hability
phenomenon.
In this experiment we set = 1 and let K vary from 1 to m 1. We observed
a breakdown of H () as K grows above 2 (see Fig. 2). This on rms our theoreti al intuition that \fat" target ve tors (numerous multiple destinations)
drasti ally limit the rea hability of the peripheral targets as s outs restri t
their patrols to targets lo ated nearby the enter of mass of the system.

10
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K = 1: spa e aperiodi ity vs fuel

onsumption trade-o .

In order to maintain a \fair" distribution of surveillan e:   m1 1 (ful llment
of the Obje tive), we set K = 1 and study the energy onsumption and spa e
aperiodi ity as ranges from 0 to 1. Our idea here is to trade energy with
spa e aperiodi ity under the invariant ondition that all the targets are to
be visited on equitable basis. We observed that as tends to in nity the
probability distribution Pi;j ( ) tends very often to a (0; 1)-ve tor Pi;j (see
Lemma 1, in ase jIi j = 1) with only one omponent set to 1. This means
that as grows the hoi e of the next target to visit be omes more and more
of a deterministi fun tion of the inter-target Eu lidean distan es and their
asso iated dynami priorities. And this results into a lower fuel onsumption
per target visit (see Fig 1). The intuition behind this is that, in presen e
of total determinism, s outs would tend to travel to the losest targets with
onsequent saving of fuel. This saving would be attained at the expenses
of a more haoti behavior desired to onfound the enemy. Figure 1 displays
values of fuel onsumption and spa e aperiodi ity, n = 5 s outs, m = 8 targets
arranged on a xed deployment, = 1 and onstant masses. The ompression
rates have been omputed on 10000 target re ordings and the results averaged
over 50 trials.
The resulting data reveal that we an reasonably trade energy for spa e
aperiodi ity by tuning parameter . The two urves E ( ) and r( ) are indeed
monotoni (de reasing the rst and in reasing the se ond) as expe ted. In
parti ular we an see that = 2 allows the lowest onsumption of energy
while keeping the ompression ratio optimal (r = 0).
We also would like to observe that our trade is most meaningful for < 6
as for higher values no appre iable saving of energy an be attained. This was
expe ted, as our algorithms were not designed to ompete with the best global
deterministi solutions. In fa t, the spe ial ase n = 1 (one s out) would be
roughly equivalent to the Eu lidean TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem) that
is notoriously NP-hard [10℄. Moreover the validity of the triangular inequality
guarantees approximability with performan e (error) ratio  2, whereas our
algorithms in pure deterministi regime would not be guaranteed to attain a
bounded performan e (error) ratio.

6 Con lusions and Future Work
We have introdu ed a new lass of semi-distributed algorithms for a multiagent surveillan e system and ondu ted an experimental analysis to synthesize an optimized solution. Now, we would like to investigate the mathemati al
relation between the quantities E , r and H . Besides, our algorithms still require knowledge of the dynami priorities of all the targets at any time and so
the next step will be to investigate systems in whi h s outs have only limited
a ess to that information and need to ex hange their \experien es" when
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they ome at lose range. Finally, our phase-transition analysis leads to possible formalizations of the system as a per olation pro ess sin e we may see
agents as parti les that oat around the targets. Then one problem is to study
the ir ulation of those parti les (e.g., whether or not they remain imprisoned
inside potential wells). This dire tion is interesting but must be pursued with
are as it may lead to intra table problems. Statisti al me hani s provides
examples of multi-agent systems whose performan e analysis of their emergent behaviors requires the omputation of NP-hard quantities (e.g. partition
fun tions in Ising models for ferromagnets) [11℄.
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